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Sentinel 805 Lead Dust Cleaner Envirowash is a 
concentrated product speci�cally formulated to 
remove lead dust. Sentinel 805 is designed with 
chelating agents that bind with lead 
contaminates to remove them from hard 
surfaces. 805 should be used before 
encapsulating, after active abatement has 
concluded, post Renovation, Repair and Painting 
projects in a pre-1978 home or building (US EPA 
RRP Rules), and for general maintenance in 
reducing exposure to lead dust.  

800-373-0633 or www.senpro.com
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Application Information (Always follow product label instructions for best results)
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Sentinel 805 Lead Dust Cleaner Envirowash is a concentrated product speci�cally formulated to remove lead dust. 
805 is designed with chelating agents that bind with lead contaminates to remove them from hard surfaces. 
Sentinel 805 should be used before encapsulating, after active abatement has concluded, post Renovation, Repair 
and Painting projects in a pre-1978 home or building (US EPA RRP Rules), and for general maintenance in reducing 
exposure to lead dust.  

Usage Guidelines:
Follow all Local, State and Federal Regulations 
pertaining to the cleanup and removal of lead 
dust as well as for the disposal of contaminated 
solution, rinse water, cleaning tools and 
containment supplies. Wear PPE appropriate 
not only for the cleaning solution but also for 
the lead hazards present during cleanup activi-
ties, gloves and protective eyewear at a minu-
mum. Wash hands and face before eating, 
drinking, smoking or any other activity.

Sentinel 805 may be applied with sprayers, 
towels, rags or mops depending on the area/-
surfaces to be cleaned. Extreme caution 
should be used to ensure workers do not 
re-contaminate the area with dirty solution. The 
cleaning solution should be changed after each 
room has been washed and more often in 
larger areas.  

Following HUD and EPA guidelines, personal 
belongings should be cleaned and removed 
from the space. Prior to wet cleaning all surfac-
es should be vacuumed with a HEPA filtered 
vacuum.

Dilution: 

UPDATED DIRECTIONS

Supplies:
• 805 Lead Dust Cleaner Envirowash
• Disposable Wipes, rags, sponges             
  or hand towels
• Mop and Disposable Mop Heads
• Three Buckets 
• Spray bottle or pump sprayer

Specifications: 
Physical State: Liquid
Appearance: Clear
Color: None
Odor: None
pH: 5.5 - 6.5
Boiling Point: >212°F
Flash Point: None to boiling

Directions For Use: 

Mix 1 part Sentinel 805 with up to 10 parts 
water. (Dilute approximately 13 ounces of 
Sentinel 805 per gallon of water.) 1 pail makes 
55 gallons of solution.

Dilute Sentinel 805 with water in a clean 
bucket. If using a spray application, fill the 
sprayer with water and the appropriate amount 
of Sentinel 805. 

Start cleaning a room in a position opposite the 
door. Cleaning should begin with the ceiling 
and work down towards the floor, moving 
towards and finishing at the exit of the space. 

If cleaning with buckets, a 3 bucket system is 
recommended. Bucket one contains the diluted 
Sentinel 805 solution. Bucket two is for the 
wringing of mops, rags, sponges, etc.. Bucket 
three contains clean water for rinsing. Use a 
clean mop, rag, sponge, etc., for rinsing. 
Apply mixed solution to the surface to be 
cleaned, either by spraying directly on the 
surface or by dipping the applicator into the 
first bucket of mixed solution. Wipe/mop 
surface until clean.

Wring out the applicator in bucket two and 
continue cleaning with solution from bucket 
one.

Rinse the surface with a clean applicator and 
water from bucket three.
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